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ADDENDUM # 1
PRE-BID MEETING MINUTES FOR PURCHASE OF LAB EQUIPMENTS FOR
ESTABLSIHMENT UNDER HEC FUNDED PROJECT STRENGTHING OF ABDUL
WALI KHAN UNIVERSITY MARDAN, HELD ON JULY 14, 2022
The following Members participated in the meeting;
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Prof. Dr. Saeed Islam, Dean of Physical & Numerical Sciences
Mr. Sayim Sohail, Registrar
Dr. Muhammad Idrees, Director Administration
Dr. Shaista Irshad Khan, Treasurer
Dr. Sajid Ali, Associate Professor
Mr. Kamran Ullah, Procurement Officer

Convener
Member
Member
Member
Member
Secretary

The following Firms representative participated in the meeting;
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

M/S Kasbn International
M/S Meditec Instrument
M/S Raheem Scientific
M/S Leo Science
M/S AMS Pvt Ltd.
M/S Pakistan Microbiological Associates
M/S Snibe Diagnostics
M/S Friend Traders Peshawar

The queries and response of the bidders and university are as follows;
S/No.

Queries Raised by prospective bidders

Response

1.

1) The ELISA Reader and Washer should be
separated as these are two different equipment.
Please also note that most of the good
manufacturers of Readers do not manufacture
Washers and it is therefore unpractical to quote
equipment from two different manufacturers
under a same heading.

1) Washer and Elisa reader, we
need combine system from the
same firm/manufacturer as we
will face problems in future by
purchasing it from different
companies and many are there
that they can supply.

2) The specifications of ELISA washer are not
given and should be provided after separation of
these two equipment.

2) Specifications of washer,
3) The 6' touch screen for ELISA Reader should anyone who can bid Elisa can
not be included as a minimum requirement quote washer accordingly.
because now a days latest and high-tech
equipment are being made to be controlled 3) The 6 inch screen is minimal
through computers and smart phones. Therefore, requirement. Anyone can quite
please omit the 6' display as the minimum above than this or with advance
technology screen.
requirement.

2.

Bio chemistry analyzer there is a mention of more Specifications
of
Bio
than 2 channels on ISE module. As the required Chemistry analyzer remains the
Equipment is a medium end routine chemistry
analyzer it is not necessary to have an ISE module same as per Tender Documents
with 2 channels. Only one equipment Roche C111
with such low sample thought put has the options
which leads to favoring of a specified equipment in
the tender. Kindly revise the specs to "single channel
equipment" to enable others to participate & offer a
fair & healthy competition.

3.

As per pre-bid meeting it was said there will be
a tender requirement to attach PO's in technical
bid that shall have prices not hidden, so we can
see that your business is above 5 million whereas
there is no such tender requirement anywhere
across Pakistan in any of the major public sector
hospitals. To estimate or have an idea of the total
business hospital can see the business volume
from our annual return & audit reports. Further
in annual returns, the sales figures are
mentioned. The overall sales of the company can
be easily estimated from these documents and
does not require any purchase orders with visible
prices in the technical bid as this will
automatically create a financial impact during
technical evaluation and bidders will not be
evaluated only on the technical basis.

To verify the amount of the PO,
it is necessary to have the
amount written in the PO.
So, all the bidders have to
submit PO’s with the amount
mentioned. Otherwise no marks
will be granted.

4.

Product certification Such as FDA,MHLW and Any one of the certification is
JAIS are required, However, CE certification mandatory.
may be added as well.
Additional certification will
carry marks

5.

-86 C Ultra low temperature Freezer capacity is 520 liters to 560 Liters
not mentioned.
capacity.

6.

High pressure Steam Sterilizer capacity is not 50 Liters capacity.
mentioned.

